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About This Game

A mysterious illness has broken out and is causing an entire village to age rapidly and die! Meanwhile, ominous music can be
heard wafting through the air… Journey to the quarantined village and find the cause of the deadly disease in Maestro: Music of

Death. While you search for the source, find a little girl, who is trapped in the town! Master this Hidden Object Puzzle
Adventure game and save the entire village!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Sensational soundtrack

Concept art
Stunning screensavers
Wonderful Wallpapers
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Whimsy! If you're looking to add some whimsy to your life, this is a great choice. If not, this probably won't be your cup of tea
(haha). The gameplay is very simple - you're a dude who floats around in a magic teacup collecting sugar cubes and stickers and
avoiding obstacles. Obstacles include lava, angry clouds, pits and various pointy things which cause instant death. What I think
makes SIT special is that there is a meter that controls your ability to jump\/float that rapidly depletes when you press jump but
immediately starts to fill when you release it. This means that you can do a variety of midair maneuvers such as changing
directions and jumping higher than you would expect. You can customize your little dude with stickers you collect (mostly just
color choices, but boy, do I enjoy the different colors of magic teacup trails). There are a few different game modes. Story
mode is 40 levels with no unifying theme per cluster of levels and no appreciable increase in difficulty. Some levels sprinkled in
are randomly a little more difficult, but nothing frustratingly so. There is some variety as far as grassy level, boat level,
underground level but like I said, there seems to be no rhyme or reason to level order. A few levels add wind obstacles or little
shooting mini games and I guess this is called story mode because there are a few pictures at the very beginning and there is a
quasi boss battle at the end. The 10 bonus levels add a cool new element - blocks that allow you to rotate the level. Survival
mode consists of 5 levels of collecting sugar for two minutes while avoiding obstacles. You get an achievement for collecting 30
sugars in each, but I collected 50 in each in only a few tries. Challenge mode is 5 reworked levels that you have already played
that have more obstacles thrown in to make them more of a challenge.

Tips & Tricks - So this is the first Steam game that I have unlocked all the achievements on. They are pretty straightforward
except for 3. I got the no jump achievement on level 21. (It isn't possible on many of the levels because you cannot reach the
goal without jumping unless there are wind boosts on that level). I got the no sugar achievement on level 12. (Again this is not
possible on every level because the sugar cubes are often between you and the goal). Lastly, I was stumped at first as to how to
get the achievement for perfecting the credits level because the credits did not roll after completing story mode or after
completing the bonus levels, although there was a congratulations screen after each. To play the credit level, pick Cobra from
the main menu and then click on credits. (Weird).

Bottom line - Whimsy! Fun, not overly challenging but decent challenge if you are going for all the achievements which requires
perfects on the levels. A nice little diversion. If you're looking for something low stress and sugar-coated, I definitely
recommend this. I picked this up during the summer sale for $0.74, so just keep an eye out during the upcoming fall and winter
sales if you are interested.. Great game and lovely soundtracks!

I would recommend to play it.. This game is absolutely beautiful and the control is perfect with a twin analog stick controller.
The particle count is just bonkers and it looks like the 4th of July.

The music is pretty much the best ever written in human history.

Really fun in short bursts. This developer did absolute MAGIC to the rumble motors, at least with this Xbox 360 controller. And
the Pew Pew sounds are the best ever. Seriously.

It gets challenging quickly like a classic arcade game.. for me the book of unwritten tales series are the cutest and most beautiful
and most interesting adventure games. You can see the amount of love and work that has flown in to these. Absolutely worth
every penny! It is long enough and full of great dialogs, i really loved all the conversations. Sometimes the adventures can drag
and feel tiresome but this was one was just epic. Please support the developers.. Fantastic VR game. Impressive and beautiful
visuals and overall solid gameplay, starts slowly, with your avatar chained to a flying rock but then builds up and soon you'll find
yourself surrounded by mortal danger :D
Feels already quite polished for an Early Access title and has a striking visual style that works very well with current generation
VR screens. Ultimately highly recommended, thumbs up!. 1. Browse local files.
2. Make zip folder.
3. Upload to file-share.
4. Free game.
5. Profit???

edit: but honestly, its abandoned game \/ abandonware, its a very good game yeah, hell yeah. But its not longer updated as the
dev has fled for some reason :(
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This game has A TON of potential... Taken on its own merits alone, Penumbra: Episode One is about as challenging as
recovering a lost login password. About as frightening, too.

It desperately wants to scare you, throwing all manner of weirdness at the player. Unfortunately, the sum of those parts is far
more goofy than grim. It's a narrative that implodes under the flimsy constructs of a wildly inconsistent tone.

If this game is indeed an overture, I think I can guess into what sort of a "movement" it's leading.... no matter what settings are it
is too laggy
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This is a great point click, find objects, solve puzzles and good story. great graphics too. I am playing on easy but I don't need to
be quick and the best at this. I was looking for a game my old video cards can handle which would entertain and it does. It has
harder play for thoes who like. Oh there is a demo you can play. The price is great I have been playing a few hours and already
got my moneys worth, about half way finished maybe. Yes get it! Relaxed game. I recommend.. Was fun to play. A lovely made
game.. A lovely twist on the traditional co-op platformer. While it has a single player mode, I wouldn't recommend it, co-op is
where this game shines. While enjoyable, there are a few niggling problems that keep the game from being perfect. The controls
are, at times, sluggish. This makes some of the more precise puzzles a bit challenging to complete and can cause them to feel
tedious at times.
Overall a great game with a few kinks that one hopes can be worked out in future updates. 3.5\/5. 3 dlcs, that explain everything
that happens prior and after the mainstory line.
Great content, a bit short.. Good weapons, Musket = OP. It's an unpolished game, and actually unfished game. You can be the
game fairly quickly and then there's nothing else. There's really like an hour or two worth of game play.

In the forums the dev says that it's not even done. Should have been relased as early access.

Buyer beware kind of deal here.. So here it is - the final chapter in this 3 part DLC and what a fantastic mission to end it with!!!
Without revealing any spoilers I can at least hint you about that the map is huge - and you're going to need lots of ammo...
LOTS!
Careful planning was needed to get through the mission on the first playthrough, and easy it wasn't - but it'll take a long time to
100% this mission, that's for sure!!!

It's pretty well polished for release day and apart from a floating carpet, I found no other bugs or slight defects. Well done!

These three DLC's for Sniper Elite 4 have been the best so far and in total I'm more than happy to give the complete story 5
stars out of 5!

Good luck! (because you're going to need it... ;) )
. Cool! When you buy it you can support the Ukrainians.. Awesome game! Tons of instruments and songs to choose from. It
really feels like you are playing the instruments and creating great sounding music. I have no musical talent and this makes me
feel like a rock star! You can really get into it!. What a beautifully strange fantasy of a game, really enjoyed my time with it
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